In this round, Dr. Nurit Viesel-Nordmeyer reports on her experiences in obtaining three different fellowships for international mobility. With these fellowships she is able to conduct independent research abroad and widen her academic network.

To implement her research plan at laboratories in Lyon, France, Nurit Viesel-Nordmeyer successfully applied for funding options provided by the DAAD, the Heinrich Hertz-Foundation and the French Embassy.

In this session you will get an insight in how the different application processes worked, what opportunities the funding offers to researchers, what challenges might arise and why the funding is important for a scientific career.

Dr. Nurit Viesel-Nordmeyer’s research focuses on the relationship between linguistic competencies and mathematical learning. She completed her doctorate in educational sciences at TU Dortmund University in 2022.

By the way: Nurit Viesel-Nordmeyer also reports on her experiences in the interview series “Spotlight Forschung”. You can find the whole interview here: https://www.tu-dortmund.de/universitaet/aktuelles/detail/man-braucht-durchhaltevermoegen-aber-es-lohnt-sich-12506/ (in German).